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Abstract

Since their launch globally in 2012, electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) were positioned as a harm reduction strategy and cessation device but it is yet to be proven to have clinical safety or public health benefits. Instead, recent reports suggest that the tobacco industry targeted youth and sponsored research whose evidence was used to mislead policymaking. On August 28, 2018, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare’s advisory banned the sale, purchase, and trade of ENDS. A survey was done in two waves. The first survey was done between August 10 and 25 2018 all websites which sold ENDS product were mapped and documented. The survey was repeated (November 30, 2018) were after the restriction to trade on ENDS was proposed by the Department of Customs. The two waves of survey found that no website, whether comprehensive e-commerce portals or dedicated ENDS marketing platforms fully complied with government orders. National and states government enforcement agencies are currently unaware of internet-based sale of ENDS. Although some states have given specific directions to stop the sale and delivery of ENDS within the state through e-commerce, there is limited monitoring and legal compliance by seller. Public health advocates need to stay vigilant and monitor the online sale and point of sale retail of ENDS to ensure strict compliance of national and state regulations.
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Introduction

The Oxford Living Dictionary defines electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) as “a cigarette-shaped device containing a nicotine-based liquid that is vaporized and inhaled, used to simulate the experience of smoking tobacco” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2018). It works by heating a liquid to generate an aerosol, commonly called a “vapour” that the smoker inhales. ENDS are commonly marketed as electronic cigarette or e-cigarettes. The use of e-cigarette is becoming popular and is generating considerable interest among the potential consumers. The modern e-cigarette (a type of ENDS) was invented and patented by a Chinese pharmacist in 2003 and has since become popular all around the world (Hajek P et al., 2014).

Most ENDS are produced by Chinese manufacturers based in Shenzhen area of Guangdong province. Complete ENDS and ENDS accessories are globally exported from China. The global public health community and within it, the tobacco control advocates are divided on how it proposes to address the possible public health gains, imminent addiction and probable health risks posed by new technologies like ENDS. They are divided between strongly regulating ENDS, with some countries banning it trade, to those keeping its application in abeyance unless its efficacy is proven. On the other hand, countries with high prevalence of smoking have considered ENDS as a possible “reduced risk product” (a term promoted by the tobacco industry in their submission to the regulators such as the US Food & Drug Administration) (Food and Drug Administration, 2012) and have bought the argument that since the nicotine levels are supposedly less in ENDS, their risks are also perceived to be less compared to cigarettes and therefore may be used for cessation purposes for hardcore smokers (Pisinger and Døssing, 2014). The risks of ENDS are not fully known and there are few independent clinical trials. E-cigarettes are mostly unregulated. Based on the nature of domestic legislation, countries have classified ENDS in seven categories: 1) tobacco products; 2) products imitating tobacco; 3) medicinal products; 4) pharmaceutical products; 5) consumer products; 6) poison; or 7) ENDS as a restricted cessation device. Thirty countries like Brazil, Singapore, the Seychelles, Uruguay, and Brunei have banned ENDS, while some like Australia, Denmark, Belgium, and Canada among others have imposed restrictions upon sale of certain types of ENDS and others like Japan, Hungary,
New Zealand, Norway, and South Africa offer age restrictions (World Health Organization, 2018).

Use of ENDS is fairly new in India. The Second Global Adult Tobacco Survey for India (GATS-2) conducted in 2017 has found that only 0.02% of adults currently use it. About three percent of adults in India know about e-cigarettes, and more male tobacco users (4.1%) and in urban areas (5.1%) were aware of ENDS than among women (1.9%) and those in rural areas (1.9%). Awareness of e-cigarette is the highest among adolescents (4.0%) and decreases with age to less than one percent in age-group 65 years or above. There is also a high variation on knowledge about ENDS - in the capital state of Delhi, 13.3 percent of adults reported having heard of it, followed by Goa (the state with the lowest tobacco use prevalence) (TII, et al., 2018).

In August 2018, The Government of India’s Ministry of Health & Family Welfare issued an advisory for states to ban use of ENDS, and this was followed by restrictions to trade, manufacture and sell ENDS by Ministry of Finance, Department of Indirect Taxes & Customs (Government of India et al., 2018). In effect, the trade of ENDS and other new technologies has been banned in India. This paper surveys the sale of ENDS through internet websites in India since the ban orders of the Government of India.

Materials and Methods

We reviewed popular e-commerce portals (like EBay, Paytm Mall, Shopclues, Flipkart etc.) and ENDS-specific marketing websites (various Internet websites, listed below), and assessed the products sold and if products were offered without consent of age before using or purchasing an ENDS or related product. We used MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), which is the standard thesaurus for building search terms. MeSH has been developed by the US National Library of Medicine and is used for indexing research papers on MEDLINE® and PubMed® database. MeSH entry terms are part of standard protocol for keyword searching both within scientific literature and Open, General Text (OGT). We built a thesaurus of terms using papers from MeSH which are as follows: e-cigarettes, e-cigarette, e-cig, e cig, ecigs, electronic cigarette, electronic cig, Electronic Nicotine Delivery System, vape, vapour, vaping.

For the search we used a popular crawler search engine (Google) to map all general e-commerce portals and trade-specific portals which sell ENDS. To find these portals we conducted an open search using term “e-cigarette”, “vape” and “electronic cigarette” AND “online sale” AND “India”. We aggregated all websites which sell tobacco online, which appeared in the first 10 pages of Google (as on 5 August 2018). We found 21 sites which sold ENDS in India, for which analysis was done. The websites were divided into two categories - websites exclusively selling ENDS and e-commerce portals which sell ENDS. Once a long list of potential e-commerce and trade-specific portals was drawn, we ranked the portals using an open access site-ranking website: www.statista.com (Statista, 2018)

Websites which exclusive sell ENDS (Statista, 2018) and India’s largest e-commerce portals through which 85% of all products are sold (these include: Flipkart, Amazon, Snapdeal, Ebay, Paytm Mall and Shopclues). In these websites, ENDS and ENDS-related product were searched for the following parameters: type of product (E-cigarette, vaper, e-hookah, others ENDS), their brand name, and flavours, ingredients (including nicotine strength) and variants in which they are available. The survey also documented claims made by brands. We recorded claims which promoted ENDS as being less harmful than conventional cigarettes. This included statements such as: they are healthier, contain no carcinogens, no tar or no secondhand smoke. Other claims that we recorded included ENDS can be used in places where smoking is prohibited; ENDS are cheaper than cigarettes in the long run; and ENDS are effective for quitting conventional smoking and or promoted as a cessation. We also monitored if these websites excluded underaged users and if websites had effective age verification methods before entry into the webpages or not before a purchase was made.

We conducted the survey between August 10 and 25 2018 and mapped all website and products sold from them, and states within India where sale orders were delivered. We repeated the survey on November 30, 2018 after the restriction to trade ENDS was proposed by the Department of Customs and to assess if new products and sale in states had changed after the Government of India’s Ministry of Health & Family Welfare’s advisory of August 28, 2018 had any effect on the sale of ENDS.

Results

This survey reports the leading brands sold in India (Smok, Vaporesso, and E-leaf) are manufactured in Shenzhen, China, and are available across all portals. All brands are manufactured by Chinese producers and they offer different flavours, accessories, apparel, starter kits, coils, atomizers, and guides for beginners. After examining each websites and e-commerce portal on the parameters of brands offered, claims made, type of product sold, flavours offered and age restriction during the sale, the following results were obtained.

Ecommerce portals: All major e-commerce platforms (Flipkart, Snapdeal, Paytm Mall, Shopclues, Amazon, ebay) do not offer any age restriction upon purchase of ENDS. This potentially makes ENDS accessible to minors. These sites also sell accessories with claims to enhance the vaping experience and thereby increasing brand consciousness among existing and potential, new users. Among products, the most common accessories sold are atomisers and e-liquids for ENDS (Table: Accessories (E-liquids, Mods, Coil Heads, Atomisers, Stickers by Ecommerce portals) versus Complete ENDS products/ assembled) which accompany the assembled ENDS. Most e-commerce platforms (like Flipkart, Snapdeal, Paytm Mall, Shopclues) sell e-liquids. Some of the top selling flavours are Brain freeze, Strawberry, Double Apple, Mint, pan and chocolate and are sold across all e-commerce platforms. Major brands of ENDS and accessories offered by these websites are those of Chinese manufacturers (Joytech, Smok, Vaporesso, Geekvape,
ENDS-specific websites: Online e-commerce portals like Vape Mantra; Lovelites; Purevapors; Indivape; Getmyvape exclusively sell ENDS and demand an age-verification before providing access to their site. These websites offer e-liquids, accessories, and other paraphernalia of numerous brands. Most of the common brands sold through these websites are Smok and Joyetech. Most of the brands offered online are companies that are registered and manufactured in China. Some websites refrain from delivering products in states where ENDS is banned. Two websites – Dampf Company (ecigdc.com), Hash Nine (hashnine.in) do not process orders if customer is based in the states which have banned ENDS sale (Punjab, Karnataka and Maharashtra). However, some websites deliver across India despite sale restrictions.

A few websites offer tutorials on how to use and assemble vape equipment (give name of those which do). Most of these sites (12 of 21 sites surveyed) have exclusive blogs and they market their products through social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram among others. This creates several opportunities for ENDS manufacturers and marketing platforms to engage and promote ENDS to existing and new users. All websites offer discount sales on certain products. Some websites (6 of 21 sites surveyed) also offer real-time, online customer care which provide instant feedback and also solicit ENDS to potential customers. These websites offer taglines such as “Quit smoke, choose vape” (Indivape.in). Many of these websites also promote products through social media (like Facebook, Instagram)

Table 1. Summary of Online Retail Sale of Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS), August and November 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Phase 1 of the survey (August 2018)</th>
<th>Phase-2 (November 2018)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types of ENDS products sold</td>
<td>E-commerce portals</td>
<td>Websites exclusively selling ENDS</td>
<td>In Phase-1, e-commerce portals and websites sold all types of ENDS products (except for Amazon). In phase -2, the variety of products stayed the same across.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of brands of ENDS sold</td>
<td>4.33 (0-11)</td>
<td>11.33 (1-31)</td>
<td>Flipkart made the sale of ENDS “temporarily unavailable” from September 1 to 14, 2018. No changes were observed in websites exclusively selling ENDS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of ENDS Flavours sold.</td>
<td>16.33 (0-14)</td>
<td>102.19 (0-394)</td>
<td>No changes were observed in websites exclusively selling ENDS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether ENDS or E-liquids on websites mention ingredients and nicotine strength</td>
<td>No (0-14)</td>
<td>No (0-394)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) they are healthier, contain no carcinogens, no tar or no secondhand smoke.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Promote ENDS as a substitute for smoking in a public place</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Claims if ENDS are cheaper than cigarettes.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) A direct claim of e-cigarettes as an effective quitting aid.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) An indirect claims of ENDS as an effective quitting aid.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Whether the website offer an explicit disclaimer that e-cigarettes are not approved as smoking cessation devices.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Whether the website screen underage users</td>
<td>No age restriction to access ENDS.</td>
<td>Webpage on age restriction which restricts access to searching or purchase of ENDS</td>
<td>E-commerce websites selling ENDS do not have an age restriction to access the ENDS products. Thus, minors have access to E-cigarettes. Websites exclusively selling ENDS screen based on age restriction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram), and a few also offer tutorials and reasons to switch to vape.

Tobacco-company sponsored websites like ITC, India’s largest cigarette manufacturers also market there ENDS products like Eon (https://planeteon.in/) and the website provides for a age screen on its opening page. However, Eon is marketed through an ENDS-specific website (Lovelites, 2018) including in states like Punjab where its sale is banned. ITC is the only major tobacco company in India that assembles its ENDS product in India although it sources the components from China (Mukherjee, 2014).

The repeat survey in November 2019 found only one change. The number of ENDS brands and e-liquids sold through websites has remained the same (Table 1). On August 28, 2018, the Government of India’s Ministry of Health & Family Welfare issued an advisory for states on the harms of ENDS (The Government of India, 2018) following which three e-commerce portals have stopped delivering to state of Punjab (Flipkart, Paytm Mall and Snapdeal). The state of Punjab has actively pursued strong enforcement and has warned e-commerce portals to stop delivery of ENDS and the like in the state since its first order in 2014 (Press Trust of India, 2014). No e-commerce portal has changed its marketing strategy in states or taken additional measures where ENDS are banned or has mentioned the Ministry’s advisory on their website. Karnataka and Maharashtra have orders which ban online sale but all websites (including Flipkart, Paytm Mall and Snapdeal) permit delivery of ENDS within these states.

Limitations

The survey was carried out during a period of fifteen days (August 10 to 25, 2018) which coincided with a litigation in Delhi High Court that was filed by a petitioner to revoke the ban on ENDS by states, and regulate ENDS under the tobacco control legislation (The High Court of Delhi, 2018); and subsequent order of Department of Customs which bans trades of ENDS. This survey only records of the availability of ENDS before and after the ban orders of the government agencies, and does not capture information on the volume of trade of ENDS and allied products, price and or consumer information. The survey only covers the biggest online sellers based on the assessment of a single only platform (Statista, 2018) which records visits to the website but does not record online sale. It was therefore difficult to estimate sales through these websites.

In conclusion, currently no website, whether comprehensive e-commerce portals or dedicated ENDS marketing platforms fully complies with the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare order of September 2018, and subsequent orders of the Department of Customs & Excise, or the specific orders from the 11 states which ban sale, purchase or trade of ENDS. National and states government enforcement agencies are currently unaware of internet-based sale of ENDS. Although some states (like Punjab, Maharashtra and Karnataka) have specific directions to stop sale and delivery of ENDS and related product within the state through e-commerce, there is limited monitoring by these states and legal compliance by trading companies is limited. Public health advocates need to stay vigilant and monitor the online sale and point of sale retail of ENDS to ensure compliance of national and state regulations.
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